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Ultraviolet and Visible Imaging
and Spectrographic Imaging (UVISI)

Data Processing Center (DPC)

James J. Eichert, James F. Carbary, Priscilla L. McKerracher,
Lora L. Suther

Abstract

The nine sensors and one image processor of the Ultraviolet and Visible Imaging and
Spectrographic Imaging (UVISI) instrument aboard the Midcourse Space Experiment
(MSX) satellite can potentially generate up to three gigabytes of data of data per day. The
UVISI Data Processing Center (DPC) must execute a multitude of complex processing
functions in a 24-hour operational window, verify the UVISI data and also provide a
compact, quantified record of the verification. The Center additionally must support
higher-level data analysis functions. Data processing functions are divided into pipeline
processing and data conversion processing. Pipeline processing, which consists of the
main pipeline process, Pipeline, and several auxiliary processes is responsible for
generating Data Quality Indices (DQI) that summarize sensor performance and Data
Measurement Indices (DMI) that summarize sensor measurements. Both sets of indices
provide scientists and engineers with a compact, easily-reviewed record of instrument
performance. The conversion process, Convert, supports data analysis by converting raw
telemetry into scientific/engineering units. On a pixel-by-pixel basis, Convert provides
functions for dark-correction, flat-fielding, gain and gate adjustment, non-linearity
correction, and count-to-photon conversion. Operating in conjunction with Convert, a
pointing utility, Point, is used to determine the locations of selected objects in inertial
space. The accomplishment of these myriad tasks relies on a state-of-the-art computer
network using multiple workstations. Normal DPC operations are fully automated but
remain flexible enough to allow prompt intervention by the UVISI Performance
Assessment Team (PAT).

Introduction

The UVISI instrument consists of four imagers, five spectrographic imagers (SPIMs), an
image processor (IP), and associated electronics. The nine optical sensors perform
measurements in the wavelength range from the far ultraviolet (~0.11µm) to the near
infrared (~0.85 µm) over a total dynamic range approaching 1010. Each imager nominally



reports 256x244 pixels, while each SPIM nominally reports 272x40 pixels (the 272 pixels
represent a wavelength axis and the 40 pixels represent spatial axis). The sizes of these
arrays can be changed to accommodate various telemetry formats. Two imagers have wide
fields of view of 13°x10°, while the other two imagers have narrow fields of view of
1.3°x1.0°. All imagers have a six-position filter wheel with open, closed, attenuating, and
bandpass filters. All SPIMs have a five-position filter wheel offering wide slits
(1.0°x0.10°) and narrow slits (1.0°x0.05°) with either open or attenuating filters. A scan
mirror on each SPIM sweeps the slit through a range of up to 1° in a perpendicular
dimension, thus adding a second spatial dimension to the SPIM observation. Intensified
charge-coupled devices automatically select sensor sensitivity based on scene intensity.
Operating in conjunction with any single imager, the UVISI image processor allows the
MSX spacecraft to acquire and track either point or extended targets. The sensors also
have data compression options, pixel summation options, gain-control options, frame rate
options, mirror scan options, and image processor options (if the IP is enabled).

The UVISI DPC processes downlinked data through three levels of processing: pipeline,
data conversion and pointing. Pipeline processing involves data verification, measurement
summarization, data cataloging, merging, generation of quick-look products, and
generation of raw, time-ordered telemetry data separated by sensor. The DPC routinely
sends the pipeline products to the Backgrounds Data Center (BDC) for archive and
distribution. Pipeline products are also sent to the Shortwavelength Terrestrial
Backgrounds Data Analysis Center (STBDAC) for scientific analysis and to the UVISI
Performance Assessment Team (PAT) for prompt engineering assessment of the
instrument’s flight performance. Convert processing involves the conversion of the raw
sensor data into scientific and engineering units on a pixel-by-pixel basis along with
calculations of uncertainties. Another capability of Convert is to extract point source
intensities and positions (in inertial space) from either the raw telemetry or time ordered
sensor data. Point can then determine the right ascension and declination of each of the
point sources found in Convert. The DPC must negotiate the dual Pipeline and Convert
processing under the twin pressures of a high data mass of up to 3 Gbyte per day and rapid
turnaround of a 24 hour processing window. Figure 1 shows a simplified chart of the data
flow through the UVISI DPC.

The DPC software effort of Pipeline, Convert and Point started in 1992 and was developed
by one software engineer thus leading to a consistent and low cost design. It began with a
strong interaction with the UVISI engineering team, providing them with utilities to
analyze their data both graphically and statistically. This also helped launch the DPC
software design since an intimate familiarity of the workings of the UVISI data control
system was developed.



Figure 1. Data flow diagram of the UVISI Data Processing Center

After the basic design was completed a configuration management system was initiated on
the premise that all changes that resulted from software bugs, engineering changes and/or
requirements changes along with their rationale must be tracked and logged. Effecting the
changes consisted of a written change request, followed by an analysis effort and then
coding changes. However, very little time was wasted in this phase due to the fact that the
one person performing the DPC software changes knew completely the inner workings of
all software within the DPC. The software used in the DPC is discussed below.
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Pipeline Processing

The Pipeline process is the very first in a series of routine pipeline processes to be
executed upon receipt of the raw telemetry data from the Mission Processing Center
(MPC). Its basic functions include the extraction of all the different types of data,
validation and separation of the sensor data, and summarization of the experiments via
snapshots of calibrated data.

The main purpose of Pipeline is to check for uncertifiable conditions within the telemetry
stream for each sensor. This is accomplished by checking sensor data against the
operational envelope defined for the UVISI instrument. This operational envelope was

developed jointly by the UVISI instrument PAT and DCATT teams over several years
after gaining a high degree of confidence in knowledge of the physical characteristics of
the sensors. It is composed of minimum and maximum values with which to compare the
actual sensor data against, including items such as gain and gate limits, temperature and
voltage limits and dark count limits as well as uncalibrated filter positions, etc., and
provides the basis for the validation of the UVISI sensor data. The results are output to the
DQI files which, in turn, is used by Convert to determine the certifiability of the level 2
data. Pipeline also automatically outputs DMI files which provide a statistical glimpse into
the pixel count levels for each sensor, spectral cross calibration (SCC) files which contain
statistics of overlapping spectral regions between the 5 spectrographic imagers, UVISI
temperature and voltage data, and the time ordered raw telemetry data files separated by
sensor. These time ordered sensor files may be used as input to Convert, as opposed to
using the raw telemetry files, thus significantly reducing execution time. They are also the
primary data source to provide feedback to the engineering, calibration and software teams
since they contain both raw images and sensor status data.

There are several additional processes which are executed upon completion of Pipeline
which are part of the routine verification processing. The UVISI DPC receives an
experiment, or event, in the form of one or more raw telemetry files. Pipeline is designed
to process one file at a time. Since Pipeline does not have prior knowledge of the entire
event as it is processing each telemetry file, we must wait until we are notified that all
telemetry files related to the event have been received. At that point, all event files are
merged together for each sensor and further dark count verification is performed.

The first step in pipeline processing is data extraction. The data extracted from the raw
telemetry data includes sensor, attitude, tracking and housekeeping data. Since the UVISI
instrument was developed utilizing a myriad of data collection modes, an intelligent data
reduction system had to put in place to detect and then decommutate its output. A
hierarchical table driven system, shown in Figure 2, was developed to accommodate all
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Data Formats for MSX UVISI Data

telemetry formats down to the size and location information embedded in the detailed
minor frame level which is dependent on the mode of the UVISI instrument. This led to a
very efficient and simple software coding effort for reading and extracting the raw
telemetry data, enabling a smooth transition into software maintenance.

Raw telemetry files are laid out such that all of the different types of data can be found in
what is known as a major frame. A major frame contains data from several subsystems: the
attitude processor, tracking processor, and the data control subsystem, which is
responsible for outputting the sensor and housekeeping data. Each major frame contains a
time stamp with each of the different subsystems having a time offset relative to this major
frame time stamp. All of our output products contains both the major frame time stamp and
this relative offset in their record headers to inform the users analyzing the data of the
precise event time associated with each type of data. Computing the time offsets reduced
the complexity of our data extraction task since the different data types would not have to
be tracked and kept in memory for more than one time frame.

An important step in the pipeline process is to retrieve from the sensor data the dark count
levels for each sensor. One of the factors in converting the raw sensor data to scientific
units is the subtraction of the dark count data which is a combination of the scene
background and noise from the sensor electronics. Pipeline is responsible for creating this
data. Anytime the sensors are put into a configuration where the image intensifiers are
turned on and the apertures are closed, an average of each pixel's data during each of these
time periods is stored in a separate file. These files are later merged to form a history of
dark count measurements over an entire event. Convert then uses this merged dark count
file to compute a dark count for each pixel by interpolating between successive dark count
measurements with respect to time.



Data from a single satellite event is received in pieces. Once the data has been extracted to
form basic images it becomes straightforward to “merge” the pieces of an event together.
In other words, for each event there will be only one DQI file, one DMI file, one dark
count file, one temperature and voltage file, one attitude file and one time ordered sensor
data file for each sensor that is used for an event. This simplifies the archival/retrieval
functions over the lifetime of the mission..

During the Pipeline process, the flags within the DQI files pertaining to dark count levels
are automatically set signifying an alarm since these levels are not known until the entire
event is processed. Using a merged dark count file, a verification process reads in the dark
count levels at the beginning and end of an event and compares them to the limits set in the
operational envelope. The dark count flags are then set or cleared appropriately for each
record within the corresponding DQI files.

Convert Processing

The two main goals of Convert are to convert the raw sensor data into optional scientific
units as chosen from a list of options and to detect point sources within each imager's field
of view.

Data from the imager and spectrographic imager calibration files are used both in the
algorithm for converting the raw sensor data to corrected scientific units and for computing
the uncertainties in the results. The algorithm for converting the imager data is relatively
straight forward in that calibration data is extracted on a pixel by pixel basis whereas the
spectrographic imager data has a total of 12 resolutions thus rendering the calibration data
extraction much more difficult. Calibration data must be combined and co-added to match
each particular resolution. The software used in detecting point sources is a modified
version of that used inside the actual image processor on board the MSX spacecraft. It
uses the same techniques such as its background and noise removal, image detrending,
thresholding and finally blob centroiding.

It is important to allow the user flexibility in processing files both from an analysis and a
time standpoint. The user has the option to process portions of files which may be thought
to be the most interesting simply by entering a finite number of time frames. This option
has the added benefit of debugging the software quicker and selecting images within an
event based on DQI flags. Another related option allows the user to process a subset of the
data by specifying which sensors to be selected.

As far as processing speed is concerned, one of the best options the users have at their
disposal is to run using the time ordered sensor data files. This allows Convert to avoid the
tedious task of extracting and decompressing the sensor, attitude and UVISI housekeeping



data. Because these files are separated by sensor, the user may choose to process only a
subset of the 9 UVISI sensors in which he is interested. Therefore, the files corresponding
to the sensors not chosen are not read into memory.

Another issue which may affect performance is the size of the output. There are options to
scale the data when size becomes an issue. If the user chooses to exercise this option the
scale factor and offsets are provided in the output so that the full values can be generated
at a later time.

As is typical with CCD devices, there are usually pixels that fail and therefore need to be
disregarded. We have given the user the ability to substitute any scalar value for these
pixels before they are run through the conversion algorithm.

There are two steps required to attain certification of the converted UVISI sensor data.
The first step which is performed in pipeline processing is catching all anomalies related to
the UVISI instrument; the results of this step are stored in the DQI file. Step 2 involves
checking of both the DQI files and the Convert run time options. The DQI files determine
which image frames, if any, are not to be certified, whereas the run time options are
checked for decertification of the entire event.

The data from the point source files also go through a certification process. For each point
source, all the pixels in the background area used in the detection process are checked to
see if any are dead or saturated, near the edge of the field of view, or overlayed by the
fiber optic tapir covering the field of view. If any of these conditions exist, then the
software indicates in the output that the point source in question is not certified.

Point Processing

Point is designed to compute pointing information for each sensor’s boresight and of all the
point sources found within each imager’s field of view. It processes the converted sensor
data produced by Convert by converting pixel coordinates to inertial coordinates (i.e. right
ascension and declination in J2000 coordinates). The user is given the options of having
Point produce the right ascension and declination for the sensors’ boresights and/or each
pixel within the sensors’ images or the RA and DEC of the point sources detected in the
Convert process.

The pointing information is obtained using the attitude alignment data computed by our
MSX Attitude Processing Center (APC) along with several items embedded within the
calibration files such as distortion factors and azimuth and elevation angles. The algorithm
is the same for both the sensor boresight and point source inputs. After correcting for
distortion, the given pixel coordinates are converted to sensor coordinates and then to



spacecraft coordinates via the alignment correction. From here the earth centered inertial
(J2000) vector is calculated which is then used as input to compute the right ascension and
declination.

Products

Calibration files contain all the calibration factors used in converting the raw sensor data
into scientific units. A new data set is developed anytime the characteristics of any of the
sensors have changed or when a correction is in order. One goal of the UVISI DPC was to
be able to process all raw sensor data with the correct calibration data regardless of the
time in which that sensor data was recorded on the spacecraft. We therefore came up with
a mechanism for keeping track of all of the calibration data by appending new data sets to
the existing calibration files similar to that used for the operational envelope. Associated
with each data set is a time frame to which any sensor data can be matched up with. It then
becomes a simple task of skipping over calibration data sets until the proper time frame is
matched up to the time associated with the current sensor data.

UVISI calibration data includes gain, gate (accumulation time), aperture, field-of-view and
distortion factors. Uniformity and response factors make up 90% of the calibration files
and are based on the sensor's filter position. Given that these factors provide a one-to-one
correspondence with each pixel, only the relevant portion of this data is loaded into
memory when there is a change in filter position, saving memory. Since most experiments
do not require many filter changes, this approach optimized I/O and memory. One of the
goals of the DPC is to be flexible enough to accommodate all subscribed users of the DPC
Convert software. Therefore conserving memory is more of an issue than speed when
providing the ability to run software at more than one site under multiple platforms.

The DQI files are used to summarize and validate the state of the UVISI instrument. The
general health of the instrument and all anomalies are packed into a relatively small file.
Typically, a 20 minute file or 2 gigabytes worth of UVISI data can be compacted into
approximately 2 megabytes of DQI. Besides providing a detailed frame by frame view of
the UVISI instrument, the DQI files contain a file header which gives a summary of all
significant engineering failures. This can be useful to the engineering team as a brief
overview of an event. By looking at the file header first, they get a heads up on what to
look for when troubleshooting an anomaly.

Where the DQI files summarize the health of the UVISI instrument, the DMI files are used
to summarize the sensor data. These files provide snapshots of calibrated sensor data at 5
second time intervals. This spectrographic sensor data consists of statistical data such as
averages and standard deviations of spectral irradiances over specified spectral regions
while the imager data contains the first three moments of the pixel count distribution over 5



CCD regions along with a count of the number of pixels exceeding 5 standard deviations
of a region’s average count. The DMI files are slightly larger than the DQI files which
together provide the analyst a small but thorough summary of each event.

Analysis Tools

ALUICE, an AnaLysts User InterfaCE, consists of a suite of software utilities, including a
Graphical User Interface, for UVISI Data access and retrieval. The tools were developed
using Interactive Data Language (IDL) from Research Systems Inc. ALUICE allows
novice as well as advanced users easy access to the image data and metadata. Because
ALUICE has the capability of reading both the time ordered sensor data and their
converted data, it facilitates quick check-out of the results of pipeline and convert
processing, as well as aiding in comparisons between data formatted in engineering versus
scientific units.

ALUICE has four modes of operation: 1) image viewing allows the user to view specific
data records as a psuedocolor image or surface plot display; 2) XY plotting allows the user
to plot any metadata variable found in the Convert output record headers against any other
variable, for example, time, alarm status, configuration status, attitude information, etc; 3)
variable extraction allows the user to extract portions of images or metadata and save them
as self-documenting IDL data structures; 4) toolbox functions allow the user to select
image or vector data for processing with simple toolbox functions.

In order to monitor the long term health and performance of the UVISI instruments, the
UVISI Performance Assessment Team designed a set of Data Certification (DC)
experiments. The data accumulated during each of these sets of experiments must be
processed routinely and compared to data from previous experiments throughout the 2 to 5
year MSX mission lifetime. Experiment plans are scheduled to repeat on a weekly, bi-
weekly or monthly schedule. Processing of the data from these specific experiments to
produce standard plots and to create reduced data bases eases the burden of data analysis.

Baseline software to support the production of standard plots was developed for the
following experiment plans: DC14 UVISI Internal Dark Signal Characterization
Experiment Plan, DC16 UVISI Star Calibration - Staring Mode, DC17 - UVISI Star
Calibration - Scanning Mode, and DC42 - Temperature and Voltage Characterization.
Because of the difficulties associated with testing this software without complete test data
sets, additional post launch work is required to complete the development of this set of
software tools. The generic set of tools developed for the ALUICE software package eases
this effort by providing a set of basic utilities which may be adapted for specific interactive
and non-interactive analysis efforts.



In order to aid the UVISI engineering team in their efforts to detect any problems that may
have an adverse effect on the quality of the UVISI instrument, a file containing detailed
frame-by-frame instrument and spacecraft housekeeping parameters is created by the DPC
pipeline for every data collection event. The Housekeeping User Interface (HUI) has been
developed for viewing the contents of this binary file. It is capable of running in a non-
interactive mode to create summaries of error conditions. The user can then view these
housekeeping files one frame at a time to graphically view the entire record and narrow
down the cause of each alarm found. XY plotting capabilities are currently being added, to
allow the user the ability to see at a glance the variations of alarm settings for the entire
data collection event timeline.

Summary

The UVISI DPC is successfully operating and processing all MSX UVISI data as was
originally designed after years of teamwork between the software developers and all the
scientific and engineering teams related to UVISI. All DPC software was certified for
functionality and correctness before the launch of the MSX satellite. We attribute this
success to a very small development team which enhanced strong communications. Also, it
cannot be emphasized enough the importance of our working side-by-side with the UVISI
engineering team in the checkout of the DCS hardware. Without that effort our software
development process would have taken much longer and may not have been as thorough in
accounting for all the subtleties of the hardware. We were fortunate to be in close
proximity to the scientific community as well. Since they are also the primary users of the
UVISI data, we were able to develop our software with flexibility to meet changing
requirements. Communication has once again proven to be the key ingredient to a
successful development process.


